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(57) ABSTRACT 

Video game players may become matched With other players 
for the purposes of communication and/or playing together 
for the mutual bene?t of each in an arrangement that uses a 
distributed network for implementing peer-to-peer connec 
tivity in combination With a matchmaking server. When a 
player enters a neW level in the video game, identifying infor 
mation such as a level ID (identi?cation) is registered With the 
matchmaking server Which may be provided as part of a larger 
game service. Other players on the same level, for example, 
are located using a matchmaking query. A direct peer-to-peer 
connection is initiated between players, and position updates 
pertaining to the players are communicated in a peer-to-peer 
fashion. In an illustrative example, friends of players are 
given to friends Who are ensured to be seen by reserving a 
predetermined number of connection slots for players or 
player characters on a friends list. 
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PLAYER CHARACTER MATCHMAKING 
WITH DISTRIBUTED PEER-TO-PEER 

FUNCTIONALITY 

BACKGROUND 

[0001] Computer and video games have matured from the 
likes of “Pong” into epic adventures having rich storylines, 
photorealistic graphics, and complex interaction systems, 
thereby allowing players to immerse themselves in the alter 
native reality that is emulated by the video game. As used 
herein, video games may include, but are not limited to, any 
game played on a data processing device. Examples of video 
games may include computer games, game console games 
(e. g., playable on the Microsoft Xbox®, Sony PlayStation®, 
and/or Nintendo® 64 and Wii brand game consoles), coin 
operated or token-operated arcade games, portable gaming 
device games (e.g., playable on the PlayStation Portable 
(“PSP”®), Nintendo Game Boy and DSTM, mobile phones, 
smartphones, personal digital assistants, etc.), or other soft 
Ware-driven games that are played on personal computers. 
[0002] Video games come in many genres, such as ?rst 
person shooters (“FPS”), role-playing games (“RPG”), simu 
lation, sports, strategy, and driving, to name a feW. Each video 
game is not necessarily limited to a single genre, and may 
indeed encompass multiple genres. An RPG generally refers 
to a game in Which each participant assumes the role of a 
character in the game (such as an adventurer, monster, or 
other game character) that can interact Within the game’s 
virtual World. A character controlled by a player/user is com 
monly referred to as a game character or player character. 
[0003] In the FPS genre, the display screen typically pro 
vides a ?rst person point of vieW, e.g., as if the player is 
vieWing the video game’s virtual World through the eyes of 
the character the player is controlling. Popular FPS games 
include the HALO®, DOOM®, QUAKE®, and Half-Life® 
franchises. FPS games are very popular, in part because they 
are particularly Well-suited to multiplayer gameplay. 
[0004] In multiplayer play, each participant controls a 
player character Within the virtual environment, and the par 
ticipants either Work alone or in teams to complete their 
objective(s) for a particular game. The Wide availability of 
Internet connectivity has fueled the popularity of multiplayer 
video gaming as players can use their on-line connection to 
locate other players and then participate in a common game. 
In the multiplayer video game, players can typically see and 
interact With player characters controlled by other players, 
even if the otherplayers are physically located in another state 
or country. Multiplayer FPS games may provide different 
objectives in various game modes, thus providing a variety of 
gameplay types to participants. 
[0005] For example, in one type of multiplayer play, mas 
sively multi-player online (“MMO”) games, thousands of 
players share the same instance of a game World that is being 
played on a server. NeW players are added to the instance of 
the game World by logging into the server. This creates open 
access to the instance of the game World and alloWs players to 
interact With every player logged into the server. 
[0006] In another type, massive open online role-playing 
games (“MMORPGs”), players log into a server in the same 
manner as they Would in a massive multi-player online game. 
HoWever, instead of placing all players in the same instance of 
the game, the server creates multiple parallel instances of the 
game. For each instance, the server automatically identi?es a 
small group of players that are to be assigned to that instance. 
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For example, the server may identify eight players that are 
playing Within a single instance. In most cases, the groups are 
formed based on the position of the player characters, also 
termed “avatars”, in the game World. An avatar is the repre 
sentation of the player in the game and can take the form of a 
character or even an object, such as a car. If an avatar moves 

too far aWay from the other avatars in the game World, the 
server Will transfer the avatar to another group, and thus to 
another instance of the game. This transfer happens automati 
cally Without any input from the players. 
[0007] In a third type of multi-player game, a player acts as 
a host and sends invitations to other players to join in an 
instance of the game. To send such invitations, the player 
typically interrupts a game they are currently playing to 
access a list of friends or available players and to initiate a 
command that sends the invitation to each of the players. If 
the host logs off of the game, the instance stops. This unde 
sirable consequence is often termed “host migration”. 
[0008] In general, such grouping is important because, 
While in many MMORPGs it is enough to coexist With other 
players since much of the gameplay centers on one-to-one 
interaction, other games require teamWork to successfully 
meet a goal, Whether the goal is to defeat a high-level “boss,” 
retrieve a rare artifact, or defeat an opposing army. In this 
case, players must organiZe themselves together in groups or 
teams. 

[0009] Prior attempts at such organiZation include lobby 
systems as Well as in-game systems that essentially amount to 
“pick up” groups. While these attempts have met With some 
success, they require considerable user motivation; conse 
quently, they do not generally provide a Way for all players to 
become matched into a group. 
[0010] This Background is provided to introduce a brief 
context for the Summary and Detailed Description that fol 
loW. This Background is not intended to be an aid in deter 
mining the scope of the claimed subject matter nor be vieWed 
as limiting the claimed subject matter to implementations that 
solve any or all of the disadvantages or problems presented 
above. 

SUMMARY 

[0011] Video game players may become matched With 
other players for the purposes of communication and/or play 
ing together for the mutual bene?t of each in an arrangement 
that uses a distributed netWork for implementing peer-to-peer 
connectivity in combination With a matchmaking server. The 
matchmaking server is typically only accessed at limited and 
discrete times. When a player enters a neW level in the video 
game, identifying information such as a level ID (identi?ca 
tion) is registered With the matchmaking server Which may be 
provided as part of a larger game service. Otherplayers on the 
same level, or having a similar identi?er of af?nity, are 
located using a matchmaking query. A direct peer-to-peer 
connection is initiated betWeen players, and position updates 
pertaining to the players are communicated in a peer-to-peer 
fashion. In an illustrative example, friends of players are 
given to friends Who are ensured to be seen by reserving a 
predetermined number of connection slots for players or 
player characters on a friends list. 
[0012] The present arrangement for player character 
matchmaking further includes the display of simple represen 
tations of other players, in one example gloWing orbs (here 
termed “virtual avatars”), that appear in one player’s single 
player instance of a game. The other players are generally 
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playing in their own instances of the game (though some of 
these other players may already be combined into one or more 
instances), and their associated virtual avatars in the ?rst 
instance may appear at the same position and level as in their 
own instances. The virtual avatar appearance may update in 
real-time so that the avatars may appear to move around in the 
level. 
[0013] Advantageously, bandwidth requirements for posi 
tional updates are minimal using the distributed peer-to -peer 
network. Moreover, the CPU requirements are lessened as 
each client need only track a relatively small number of exter 
nal players. In this way, the implementation is highly scal 
able, and little if any additional server software or hardware 
support will typically be required. The present arrangement 
further enables a reliable way to locate and track players on a 
friends list, as well as to provide players with additional ways 
to meet new friends. A solution to the issue of “host migra 
tion” is also facilitated as the present arrangement provides a 
peer-to-peer solution that needs no centraliZed host. 
[0014] This Summary is provided to introduce a selection 
of concepts in a simpli?ed form that are further described 
below in the Detailed Description. This Summary is not 
intended to identify key features or essential features of the 
claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid 
in determining the scope of the claimed subject matter. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0015] FIG. 1 shows an illustrative gaming system that may 
be used to implement one or more of the features of the 
arrangement described herein; 
[0016] FIG. 2 shows a functional block diagram of the 
gaming system shown in FIG. 1; 
[0017] FIG. 3 shows a functional block diagram of an illus 
trative networked gaming system; 
[0018] FIG. 4 shows a functional block diagram of an illus 
trative online gaming environment; 
[0019] FIG. 5 is a ?owchart showing operation of an illus 
trative gaming arrangement in which a ?rst player character 
may view (and be viewed by) other player characters in a 
playgroup, and in so doing may choose to group with other 
player characters by inviting the player characters to a group; 
[0020] FIG. 6 shows an illustrative gaming arrangement in 
which a ?rst player character views various player characters 
in “ghost” or virtual avatar form; and 
[0021] FIG. 7 shows an illustrative gaming arrangement in 
which players A-E are each connected to a matchmaking 
server. 

[0022] Like reference numerals indicate like elements in 
the drawings. Elements are not drawn to scale unless other 
wise indicated. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0023] A server-based solution is described in US. patent 
application Ser. No. 11/766,466, ?led Jun. 21, 2007, entitled 
“Live Game Lobby” owned by the assignee of the present 
application and hereby incorporated by reference in its 
entirety which uses an avatar-tracking server to which every 
player maintains a connection. A central server uses various 
parameters to determine which players to connect together, 
maintains all positional data, handles disconnects, and the 
like. This system is su?icient for smaller massively multi 
player online game populations but certain di?iculties may be 
presented at larger populations with regard to the servers 
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employed. Large populations tend to tax the server’s band 
width and CPU excessively. The system is less easily scalable 
overall, and the server is a separate application requiring its 
own hardware and support for deployment. In addition, if an 
attempt is made to ameliorate these above dif?culties by 
distributing server functionality, then player generally 
encounter dif?culty locating their friends. By comparison, 
the present arrangement for player character matching uti 
liZes a highly scalable peer-to-peer networking arrangement 
that give priority to friends of a given player. 
[0024] Turning now to the drawings, FIG. 1 illustrates an 
example of a gaming system 100 on which computer games, 
video games, and/or other electronic games (collectively 
referred to herein as video games) may be played. The gaming 
system 100 is only one example of a suitable gaming system 
and is not intended to suggest any limitation as to the scope of 
use or functionality of the features described herein. Neither 
should the gaming system 100 be interpreted as having any 
dependency or requirement relating to any one or combina 
tion of components illustrated in the illustrative operating 
gaming system 100. 
[0025] Aspects described herein are operational with 
numerous other general purpose or special purpose comput 
ing system environments or con?gurations. Examples of 
well-known computing systems, environments, and/or con 
?gurations that may be suitable for use include, but are not 
limited to, PCs, server computers, portable and handheld 
devices such as personal digital assistants (“PDAs”), mobile 
phones, smart phones, handheld game devices, tablet PCs or 
laptop PCs, media centers, multiprocessor systems, micro 
processor-based systems, set-top boxes, programmable con 
sumer electronics, network PCs, minicomputers, mainframe 
computers, electronic game consoles, distributed computing 
environments that include any of the above systems or 
devices, and the like. 
[0026] Aspects herein may be described in the general con 
text of computer-executable instructions, such as program 
modules, being executed by a computer. Generally, program 
modules include routines, programs, objects, components, 
data structures, etc., that perform particular tasks or imple 
ment particular abstract data types. The features described 
herein may also be practiced in distributed computing envi 
ronments where tasks are performed by remote processing 
devices that are linked through a communications network. In 
a distributed computing environment, program modules may 
be located in both local and remote computer storage media 
including memory storage devices. 
[0027] The gaming system 100 may include a game con 
sole 102 and multiple controllers, as represented by control 
lers 1041 and 1042. The game console 102 is equipped with a 
removably attachable hard disk drive 105 and a portable 
media drive 106 that supports various forms of portable stor 
age media as represented by optical storage disc 108. 
Examples of suitable portable storage media include DVD 
(digital versatile disc), CD-ROM (compact disc-read only 
memory), game discs, and so forth. 
[0028] Game console 102 has slots 110 on its front face to 
support up to two controllers, although the number and 
arrangement of slots may be modi?ed. A power button 112 
and an eject button 114 are also positioned on the front face of 
the game console 102. The power button 112 switches power 
to the game console and the eject button 114 alternately opens 
and closes a tray of the portable media drive 106 to allow 
insertion and extraction of the storage disc 108. 
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[0029] Game console 102 may connect to a television 118 
or other display via A/V interfacing cables 120. A poWer cable 
122 provides poWer to the game console. Game console 102 
may further be con?gured With broadband netWork capabili 
ties, as represented by the cable or modern connector 124 to 
facilitate access to a network, such as the Internet. 

[0030] Each controller 104 may be coupled to the game 
console 102 via a Wired or Wireless interface. In the illustrated 

implementation, the controllers are USB (Universal Serial 
Bus) compatible and are connected to the console 102 via 
respective USB cables 1301 and 1302. The controllers 104 
may be equipped With any of a Wide variety of user interaction 
mechanisms. In this example, each controller 104 is equipped 
With tWo thumbsticks 1321 and 1322, a D-pad (directional 
pad) 134, buttons 136 (e.g., ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘X’, ‘Y’), and tWo 
triggers 138 (although only one trigger is shoWn in the draW 
ing). These mechanisms are merely representative, and other 
knoWn gaming mechanisms may be substituted for or added 
to those shoWn in FIG. 1. 

[0031] A memory unit 140 may be inserted into a memory 
unit reader 141 in the game console 102 to provide additional 
and portable storage. In this example, up to tWo memory units 
may be supported by the game console 102. Portable memory 
units enable users to store game parameters and user 
accounts, and port them for play on other consoles. A headset 
142 may be connected to the controller 104 or game console 
102 to provide audio communication capabilities. Headset 
142 may include a microphone for audio input and one or 
more speakers for audio output. 

[0032] Gaming system 100 is capable of playing, for 
example, games, music, and videos. With the different stor 
age offerings, titles can be played from the hard disk drive or 
the portable media 108 in drive 106, from an online source, or 
from a memory unit 140. For security, in some embodiments 
executable code can only be run from the portable media 108. 
A sample of What gaming system 100 is capable of playing 
includes game titles played from CD and DVD discs, from the 
hard disk drive, or from an online source, digital music played 
from a CD in the portable media drive 106, from a ?le on the 
hard disk drive (e.g., WindoWs Media Audio (“WMA”) for 
mat), or from online streaming sources, and digital audio/ 
video played from a DVD disc in the portable media drive 
106, from a ?le on the hard disk drive (e.g., Active Streaming 
Format), or from online streaming sources. 

[0033] FIG. 2 shoWs functional components of the gaming 
system 100 in more detail. The game console 102 has a central 
processing unit (“CPU”) 200 and a memory controller 202 
that facilitates processor access to various types of memory, 
including a ?ash ROM (Read Only Memory) 204, a RAM 
(Random Access Memory) 206, the hard disk drive 105, the 
memory unit reader 141, and the portable media drive 106. 
The CPU 200 is equipped With a level 1 cache 210 and a level 
2 cache 212 to temporarily store data and hence reduce the 
number of memory access cycles, thereby improving pro 
cessing speed and throughput. 
[0034] The CPU 200, memory controller 202, and various 
memory devices are interconnected via one or more buses, 

including serial and parallel buses, a memory bus, a periph 
eral bus, and a processor or local bus using any of a variety of 
bus architectures. By Way of example, such architectures can 
include an Industry Standard Architecture (“ISA”) bus, a 
Micro Channel Architecture (“MCA”) bus, an Enhanced ISA 
(“EISA”) bus, a Video Electronics Standards Association 
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(“VESA”) local bus, and a Peripheral Component Intercon 
nects (“PCI”) bus also knoWn as a MeZZanine bus. 
[0035] As one suitable implementation, the CPU 200, 
memory controller 202, ROM 204, and RAM 206 are inte 
grated onto a common module 214. In this implementation, 
ROM 204 is con?gured as a ?ash ROM that is connected to 
the memory controller 202 and a ROM bus (not shoWn). RAM 
206 is con?gured as multiple DDR SDRAM (Double Data 
Rate Synchronous Dynamic RAM) that is independently con 
trolled by the memory controller 202 via separate buses (not 
shoWn). The hard disk drive 1 05 and portable media drive 1 06 
are connected to the memory controller via the PCI bus and an 

ATA (Advanced Technology Attachment) bus 216. 
[0036] A 3D graphics processing unit 220 and a video 
encoder 222 form a video processing pipeline for high speed 
and high resolution graphics processing. Data is carried from 
the graphics processing unit 220 to the video encoder 222 via 
a digital video bus (not shoWn). An audio processing unit 224 
and an audio codec (coder/decoder) 226 form a correspond 
ing audio processing pipeline With high ?delity and stereo 
processing. Audio data is carried betWeen the audio process 
ing unit 224 and the audio codec 226 via a communication 
link (not shoWn). The video and audio processing pipelines 
output data to anA/V (audio/video) port 228 for transmission 
to the television or other display. In the illustrated implemen 
tation, the video and audio processing components 220-228 
are mounted on the module 214. 

[0037] Also implemented on the module 214 are a USB 
host controller 230 and a netWork interface 232. The USB 
host controller 23 0 is coupled to the CPU 200 and the memory 
controller 202 via a bus (e. g., PCI bus) and serves as host for 
the peripheral controllers 1041 and 1042. The netWork inter 
face 232 provides access to a netWork (e.g., Internet, home 
netWork, etc.) and may be any of a Wide variety of various 
Wired or Wireless interface components including an Ethernet 
card, a modem, a Bluetooth module, a cable modem, and the 
like. 
[0038] The game console 102 has a dual controller port 
subassembly 240 Which supports the game controllers 1041 
and 1042. A front panel I/O subassembly 242 supports the 
functionality of the poWer button 112 and the eject button 
114, as Well as any LEDs (light emitting diodes) or other 
indicators exposed on the outer surface of the game console. 
The subassemblies 240 and 242 are coupled to the module 
214 via one or more cable assemblies 244. 

[0039] A system poWer supply module 250 provides poWer 
to the components of the gaming system 100. A fan 252 cools 
the circuitry Within the game console 102. 
[0040] The game console 102 implements a uniform media 
portal model that provides a consistent user interface and 
navigation hierarchy to move users through various entertain 
ment areas. The portal model offers a convenient Way to 
access content from multiple different media typesigame 
data, audio data, and video datairegardless of the media type 
inserted into the portable media drive 106. 
[0041] To implement the uniform media portal model, a 
console user interface (“UI”) application 260 is stored on the 
hard disk drive 105. When the game console is poWered on, 
various portions of the console application 260 are loaded 
into RAM 206 and/or caches 210 and 212 and executed on the 
CPU 200. The console application 260 presents a graphical 
user interface that provides a consistent user experience When 
navigating to different media types available on the game 
console. 
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[0042] The gaming system 100 may be operated as a stan 
dalone system by simply connecting the system to a television 
or other display. In this standalone mode, the gaming system 
100 allows one or more players to play games, watch movies, 
or listen to music. However, with the integration of broadband 
connectivity made available through the network interface 
232, the gaming system 100 may further be operated as a 
participant in a larger network gaming community. This net 
work gaming environment is described next. 
[0043] FIG. 3 shows an exemplary network gaming envi 
ronment 300 that interconnects multiple gaming systems 
1001 _ _ _Nvia a network 302. The network 302 represents any 
of a wide variety of data communications networks. It may 
include public portions (e.g., the Internet) as well as private 
portions (e. g., a residential Local Area Network (“LAN”)), as 
well as combinations of public and private portions. Network 
302 may be implemented using any one or more of a wide 
variety of conventional communications media including 
both wired and wireless media. Any of a wide variety of 
communications protocols can be used to communicate data 
via network 302, including both public and proprietary pro 
tocols. Examples of such protocols include TCP/IP (Trans 
port Control Protocol/Internet Protocol), IPX/SPX (Intemet 
work Packet Exchange/Sequenced Packet Exchange), 
NetBEUI (NetBIOS Extended User Interface where BIOS 
stands for Basic Input/Output System), etc. 
[0044] In addition to gaming systems 100, one or more 
online services 3041 _ _ _ Nmay be accessible via the network 

302 to provide various services for the participants, such as 
hosting online games, serving downloadable music or video 
?les, hosting gaming competitions, serving streaming audio/ 
video ?les, and the like. The network gaming environment 
300 may further involve a key distribution center 306 that 
plays a role in authenticating individual players and/or gam 
ing systems 100 to one another as well as online services 304. 
The distribution center 306 distributes keys and service tick 
ets to valid participants that may then be used to form games 
amongst multiple players or to purchase services from the 
online services 304. 
[0045] The network gaming environment 300 introduces 
another memory source available to individual gaming sys 
tems 100, namely online storage. In addition to the portable 
media 108, the hard disk drive 105, and the memory unit(s) 
140, the gaming systems 100 can also access data ?les avail 
able at remote storage locations via the network 302, as 
exempli?ed by remote storage 308 at online service 304 N. 
[0046] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of another illustrative 
online gaming environment 400, eg Xbox® 360 by 
Microsoft Corporation. Multiple game consoles 4021, 2 _ _ _ N 

are coupled to a security gateway 404 via a network 406. Each 
game console 402 can be con?gured in a similar manner as 
game console 102 of FIG. 1 or FIG. 2, for example. Network 
406 represents any one or more of a variety of conventional 
data communications networks. Network 406 will typically 
include packet switched networks, but may also include cir 
cuit switched networks. Network 406 can include wired and/ 
or wireless portions. In one exemplary implementation, net 
work 406 includes the Internet and may optionally include 
one or more local area networks and/or wide area networks 

(“WANs”). At least a part of network 406 is a public network, 
which refers to a network that is publicly-accessible. 

[0047] In some situations, network 406 includes a LAN 
(e.g., a home network), with a routing device situated 
between game console 402 and security gateway 404. This 
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routing device may perform network address translation 
(“NAT”), allowing the multiple devices on the LAN to share 
the same IP address on the Internet, and to operate as a 

?rewall to protect the device(s) on the LAN from access by 
malicious or mischievous users via the Internet. 

[0048] Security gateway 404 operates as a gateway 
between public network 406 and a private network 408. Pri 
vate network 408 can be any of a wide variety of conventional 
networks, such as a local area network. Private network 408, 
as well as other devices discussed in more detail below, is 
within a data center 410 that operates as a secure Zone. Data 

center 410 is made up of trusted devices that communicate 
using trusted communications. Thus, encryption and authen 
tication within secure Zone 410 is not necessary. The private 
nature of network 408 refers to the restricted accessibility of 
network 408 such that access to network 408 is limited to only 
certain individuals (e. g., restricted by the owner or operator of 
data center 410). 
[0049] Security gateway 404 is a cluster of one or more 
security gateway computing devices. These security gateway 
computing devices collectively implement security gateway 
404. Security gateway 404 may optionally include one or 
more conventional load balancing devices that operate to 
direct requests to be handled by the security gateway com 
puting devices to appropriate ones of those computing 
devices. This directing or load balancing is performed in a 
manner that attempts to balance the load on the various secu 
rity gateway computing devices approximately equally (or 
alternatively in accordance with some other criteria). 
[0050] Also within data center 410 are: one or more moni 
toring servers 412, one or more presence and noti?cation 
front doors 414, one or more presence servers 416, one or 
more noti?cation servers 418, and a pro?le store 428 (collec 
tively implementing a presence and noti?cation service or 
system 430), one or more match front doors 420 and one or 
more match servers 422 (collectively implementing a match 
service), and one or more statistics front doors 424 and one or 
more statistics servers 426 (collectively implementing a sta 
tistics service). The servers 416, 418, 422, and 426 provide 
services to game consoles 402, and thus can be referred to as 
service devices. Other service devices may also be included in 
addition to, and/or in place of, one or more of the servers 416, 
418, 422, and 426. Additionally, although only one data cen 
ter is shown in FIG. 4, alternatively, multiple data centers may 
exist with which game consoles 402 can communicate. These 
data centers may operate independently, or alternatively may 
operate collectively (e. g., to make one large data center avail 
able to the game consoles 102 and 402). 
[0051] Game consoles 402 are situated remotely from data 
center 410, and may access data center 410 via network 406. 
A game console 402 desiring to communicate with one or 
more devices in the data center logs in to the data center and 
establishes a secure communication channel between the 
game console 402 and security gateway 404. Game console 
402 and security gateway 404 encrypt and authenticate data 
packets being passed back and forth, thereby allowing the 
data packets to be securely transmitted between them without 
being understood by any other device that may capture or 
copy the data packets without breaking the encryption. Each 
data packet communicated from game console 402 to security 
gateway 404, or from security gateway 404 to game console 
402, can have data embedded therein. This embedded data is 
referred to as the content or data content of the packet. Addi 
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tional information may also be inherently included in the 
packet based on the packet type (e.g., a heartbeat packet). 
[0052] The secure communication channel betWeen a game 
console 402 and security gateway 404 is based on a security 
ticket. Game console 402 authenticates itself and the current 
user(s) of console 402 to a key distribution center 450 and 
obtains, from key distribution center 450, a security ticket. 
Game console 402 then uses this security ticket to establish 
the secure communication channel With security gateway 
404. In establishing the secure communication channel With 
security gateWay 404, the game console 402 and security 
gateWay 404 authenticate themselves to one another and 
establish a session security key that is knoWn only to that 
particular game console 402 and the security gateWay 404. 
This session security key is used to encrypt data transferred 
betWeen the game console 402 and the security gateWay 404, 
so no other devices (including other game consoles 402) can 
read the data. The session security key is also used to authen 
ticate a data packet as being from the security gateWay 404 or 
game console 402 that the data packet alleges to be from. 
Thus, using such session security keys, secure communica 
tion channels can be established betWeen the security gate 
Way 404 and the various game consoles 402. 

[0053] Once the secure communication channel is estab 
lished betWeen a game console 402 and the security gateWay 
404, encrypted data packets can be securely transmitted 
betWeen the tWo. When the game console 402 desires to send 
data to a particular service device in data center 410, the game 
console 402 encrypts the data and sends it to security gateWay 
404 requesting that it be forWarded to the particular service 
device(s) targeted by the data packet. Security gateWay 404 
receives the data packet and, after authenticating and decrypt 
ing the data packet, encapsulates the data content of the 
packet into another message to be sent to the appropriate 
service via private netWork 408. Security gateWay 404 deter 
mines the appropriate service for the message based on the 
requested service(s) targeted by the data packet. 
[0054] Similarly, When a service device in data center 410 
desires to communicate data to a game console 402, the data 
center sends a message to security gateWay 404, via private 
netWork 408, including the data content to be sent to the game 
console 402 as Well as an indication of the particular game 
console 402 to Which the data content is to be sent. Security 
gateWay 404 embeds the data content into a data packet, and 
then encrypts the data packet so it can only be decrypted by 
the particular game console 402 and also authenticates the 
data packet as being from the security gateWay 404. 
[0055] Although discussed herein as primarily communi 
cating encrypted data packets betWeen security gateWay 404 
and a game console 402, alternatively some data packets may 
be partially encrypted (some portions of the data packets are 
encrypted While other portions are not encrypted). Which 
portions of the data packets are encrypted and Which are not 
can vary based on the desires of the designers of data center 
410 and/or game consoles 402. For example, the designers 
may choose to alloW voice data to be communicated among 
consoles 402 so that users of the consoles 402 can talk to one 
anotherithe designers may further choose to alloW the voice 
data to be unencrypted While any other data in the packets is 
encrypted. Additionally, in another alternative, some data 
packets may have no portions that are encrypted (that is, the 
entire data packet is unencrypted). It is also noted that, even if 
a data packet is unencrypted or only partially encrypted, all of 
the data packet can still be authenticated. 
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[0056] Each security gateWay device in security gateWay 
404 is responsible for the secure communication channel With 
typically one or more game consoles 402, and thus each 
security gateWay device can be vieWed as being responsible 
for managing or handling one or more game consoles. The 
various security gateWay devices may be in communication 
With each other and communicate messages to one another. 
For example, a security gateWay device that needs to send a 
data packet to a game console that it is not responsible for 
managing or handling may send a message to all the other 
security gateWay devices With the data to be sent to that game 
console. This message is received by the security gateWay 
device that is responsible for managing that game console and 
sends the appropriate data to that game console. Alternatively, 
the security gateWay devices may be aWare of Which game 
consoles are being handled by Which security gateWay 
devicesithis aWareness may be explicit, such as each secu 
rity gateWay device maintaining a table of game consoles 
handled by the other security gateWay devices, or altema 
tively, implicit, such as determining Which security gateWay 
device is responsible for a particular game console based on 
an identi?er of the game console. 

[0057] Monitoring server(s) 412 operate to inform devices 
in data center 410 of an unavailable game console 402 or an 
unavailable security gateWay device of security gateWay 404. 
Game consoles 402 can become unavailable for a variety of 
different reasons, such as a hardWare or softWare failure, the 
console being poWered-doWn Without logging out of data 
center 410, the netWork connection cable to console 402 
being disconnected from console 402, other netWork prob 
lems (e.g., the LAN that the console 402 is on malfunction 
ing), etc. Similarly, a security gateWay device of security 
gateWay 404 can become unavailable for a variety of different 
reasons, such as hardWare or softWare failure, the device 
being poWered-doWn, the netWork connection cable to the 
device being disconnected from the device, other netWork 
problems, etc. 
[0058] Each of the security gateWay devices in security 
gateWay 404 is monitored by one or more monitoring servers 
412, Which detect When one of the security gateWay devices 
becomes unavailable. In the event a security gateWay device 
becomes unavailable, monitoring server 412 sends a message 
to each of the other devices in data center 410 (servers, front 
doors, etc.) that the security gateWay device is no longer 
available. Each of the other devices can operate based on this 
information as it sees ?t (e.g., it may assume that particular 
game consoles being managed by the security gateWay device 
are no longer in communication With data center 410 and 
perform various clean-up operations accordingly). Altema 
tively, only certain devices may receive such a message from 
the monitoring server 412 (e.g., only those devices that are 
concerned With Whether security gateWay devices are avail 
able). 
[0059] Security gateWay 404 monitors the individual game 
consoles 402 and detects When one of the game consoles 402 
becomes unavailable. When security gateWay 404 detects that 
a game console is no longer available, security gateWay 404 
sends a message to monitoring server 412 identifying the 
unavailable game console. In response, monitoring server 
412 sends a message to each of the other devices in data center 
410 (or alternatively only selected devices) that the game 
console is no longer available. Each of the other devices can 
then operate based on this information as it sees ?t. 
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[0060] Presence server(s) 416 holds and processes data 
concerning the status or presence of a given user logged in to 
data center 410 for online gaming. Noti?cation server(s) 418 
maintains multiple noti?cation queues of outgoing messages 
destined for a player logged in to data center 410. Presence 
and noti?cation front door 414 is one or more server devices 

that operate as an intermediary betWeen security gateWay 404 
and servers 416 and 418. One or more load balancing devices 
(not shoWn) may be included in presence and noti?cation 
front door 414 to balance the load among the multiple server 
devices operating as front door 414. 
[0061] Security gateWay 404 communicates messages for 
servers 416 and 418 to the front door 414, and the front door 
414 identi?es to Which particular presence server 416 or 
particular noti?cation server 418 the message is to be com 
municated. By using front door 414, the actual implementa 
tion of servers 416 and 418, such as Which servers are respon 
sible for managing data regarding Which users, is abstracted 
from security gateWay 404. Security gateWay 404 can simply 
forWard messages that target the presence and noti?cation 
service to presence and noti?cation front door 414 and rely on 
front door 414 to route the messages to the appropriate one of 
server(s) 416 and server(s) 418. 
[0062] Match server(s) 422 holds and processes data con 
cerning the matching of online players to one another. An 
online user is able to advertise a game available forplay along 
With various characteristics of the game (e.g., the location 
Where a football game Will be played, Whether a game is to be 
played during the day or at night, the user’s skill level, etc.). 
These various characteristics can then be used as a basis to 
match up different online users to play games together. Match 
front door 420 includes one or more server devices (and 
optionally a load balancing device(s)) and operates to abstract 
match server(s) 422 from security gateWay 404 in a manner 
analogous to front door 414 abstracting server(s) 416 and 
server(s) 418. Other matchmaking aspects are discussed 
beloW in connection With matchmaking server 432. 
[0063] Statistics server(s) 426 holds and processes data 
concerning various statistics for online games. The speci?c 
statistics used can vary based on the game designer’s desires 
(e. g., the top ten scores or times, a World ranking for all online 
players of the game, a list of users Who have found the most 
items or spent the most time playing, etc.). Statistics front 
door 424 includes one or more server devices (and optionally 
a load balancing device(s)) and operates to abstract statistics 
server(s) 426 from security gateWay 404 in a manner analo 
gous to front door 414 abstracting server(s) 416 and server(s) 
418. 

[0064] Thus, it can be seen that security gateWay 404 oper 
ates to shield devices in the secure Zone of data center 410 
from the untrusted public netWork 406. Communications 
Within the secure Zone of data center 410 need not be 
encrypted, as all devices Within data center 410 are trusted. 
HoWever, any information to be communicated from a device 
Within data center 410 to a game console 402 passes through 
security gateWay cluster 404, Where it is encrypted in such a 
manner that it can be decrypted by only the game console 402 
targeted by the information. 
[0065] One or more features described herein may be 
embodied in computer-executable instructions (i.e., soft 
Ware) stored in RAM 206, non-volatile memory 108, 105, 
308, or any other resident memory on game console 102. 
Generally, softWare modules include routines, programs, 
objects, components, data structures, etc. that perform par 
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ticular tasks or implement particular abstract data types When 
executed by a processor in a computer or other device. The 
computer executable instructions may be stored on a com 
puter readable medium such as one or more hard disks 105, 

portable storage media 108 (e.g., CD-ROM, DVD, disk, etc.), 
solid state memory, RAM 206, etc. As Will be appreciated by 
one of skill in the art, the functionality of the softWare mod 
ules may be combined or distributed as desired in various 
embodiments. In addition, the functionality may be embodied 
in Whole or in part in ?rmWare or hardWare equivalents such 
as application speci?c integrated circuits (“ASIC”), ?eld pro 
grammable gate arrays (“FPGA”), and the like. 
[0066] Much of FIG. 4 shoWs an arrangement by Which a 
game service such as an MMORPG may be played. FIG. 4 
also shoWs a matchmaking server 432, as Well as tWo peer 
to-peer connections, Which may form a portion of the game 
service. 
[0067] Peer-to-peer connection AB 403 is shoWn connect 
ing consoles A and B, i.e., 4021 and 4022, and peer-to-peer 
connection BN 405 is shoWn connecting consoles B and N, 
i.e., 4022 and 402N. In such connections, it is noted that player 
A (also called user A) is playing game instance A on gaming 
machine A 4021. Game instance A includes a game state A 
that describes the position and status of every object and 
avatar, including virtual avatars, in a three-dimensional gam 
ing environment of game instance A. Player B and player N 
are playing respective separate game instances on respective 
gaming machines 4022 and 402N. Game instance B has game 
state B and game instance N has game state N. Game state A, 
game state B, and game state N are all different since game 
instance A, game instance B, and game instance N are sepa 
rate instances of the game. 
[0068] Note that game instance A, game instance B, and 
game instance N are all for the same game but are different 
instances of that same game. As a result, the separate 
instances may contain similar objects and environments but 
the status of at least one object or avatar Will be different in 
any tWo of the game instances. Furthermore, the avatar for 
each player in a particular instance cannot affect objects in 
other game instances. Thus, the avatar for player A in game 
instanceA cannot affect objects in game instance B or objects 
in game instance N. As described herein, players A, B, and N 
are said to be remote from each other because they are using 
separate gaming machines. It Will be appreciated that 
although the players are said to be remote from each other, 
they may be located in the same building or room as long as 
they are using a separate gaming machine. 
[0069] Turning noW to FIG. 5, a ?owchart is shoWn illus 
trating a method for matchmaking players. The method 
begins When a ?rst user starts a game on the game service 
(step 502); in so doing the user also establishes a session With 
a matchmaking server. This matchmaking session is only for 
the purpose of matchmaking and in general no one else need 
join the session. 
[0070] Typically, the ?rst user may have to perform an 
action in order to log on to the game service. For example, 
during login, the game service may obtain a gamer tag (a 
unique identi?er associated With the user) and a passWord 
from the user, as Well as a console ID that uniquely identi?es 
the gaming machine that the user is using and a netWork path 
to the gaming machine. The gamer tag and passWord are 
authenticated by comparing them to information stored in 
user records, Which may be located on the same server as the 
game service or may be distributed on a different server or a 
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collection of different servers. Once authenticated, the game 
service stores the console ID and the netWork path in user 
records so that messages and doWnloadable content may be 
sent to the appropriate gaming machines. 

[0071] In some implementations, demographic informa 
tion may then be passed to the game service (step 504). In 
combination or in a separate step (as shoWn), a level ID is then 
submitted to the matchmaking server (step 506), Which may 
include a game identi?er as Well as other information such as 
level, region, language used, and the like. Additional details 
about such data are described beloW. 

[0072] A query is then performed to identify the region, for 
example by a query module 510. The query may include a 
search to determine Which of the user’s friends are online 
(step 508). This query may be performed by comparing the 
online population With a friends list entered or otherWise 
compiled by the user. A remainder of the playgroup may then 
be determined (step 512). 
[0073] In particular, the remainder of the playgroup may 
constitute any other players that are deemed as potential 
group members With the ?rst player. These are in many cases 
strangers to the ?rst player, in the sense of not being on any 
sort of friends list associated With the ?rst player. Several 
factors, termed “a?inity” factors, may play a role in the deter 
mination of the remainder of the playgroup. For example, 
players in the same geographic vicinity (in the game environ 
ment or in the physical environment, such as the same state or 
country) as the ?rst player may be chosen. 

[0074] Players Who share a common language With the ?rst 
player may be chosen, or those of similar skill levels or those 
Who engage in similar in-game activities such as ?ghting or 
exploring. Players Who are not on a “banned” list associated 
With the ?rst player may be chosen. Players Who have a 
common playing history, for example, that have previously 
played With the ?rst player, may be chosen. Numerous varia 
tions may be implemented to meet the needs of a particular 
implementation. In addition, steps 508 and 512 may be com 
bined into a single playgroup determination step. 
[0075] In some cases, for each player B virtual avatar seen 
in the instance of playerA, player B Will see a virtual avatar of 
playerA in the instance of player B. This may be con?gured 
to be alWays the case When playerA and player B are on each 
other’s respective friends lists. 
[0076] A next step is the creation of peer-to-peer connec 
tions betWeen the ?rst player and other players (step 514) of 
the playgroup. FolloWing the determination of the playgroup, 
the matchmaking server retrieves and provides the requisite 
netWork pathWays, e. g., IP addresses, such that a peer-to -peer 
connection may be established betWeen the ?rst player and 
each other player of the playgroup. 
[0077] In an alternative implementation, folloWing the 
determination of the playgroup, a peer-to-peer connection 
may be established betWeen the ?rst player and each other 
player of the portion of the playgroup constituting friends 
(found in step 508), and the remainder of the playgroup 
(found in step 512) may have connections formed folloWing 
the friends. In this Way, friends connections, often deemed 
more valuable to players, are alWays reserved (and not used 
for strangers) and seen immediately. Other implementations 
Will likeWise be seen. The type of connection made may vary. 
HoWever, one suitable type of connection is a Winsock con 
nection. Other varieties Will also be understood to be employ 
able to create the peer-to-peer connection. 
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[0078] Once the peer-to-peer connections are established, 
the connections are generally maintained for the duration of 
the game or until a termination occurs. Terminations may 
occur When the ?rst player traverses from one level to another, 
When one of the playgroup stops playing the game, or at 
various other times as dictated by the system, some of Which 
are described beloW. 

[0079] A next step is that the ?rst user’s instance is popu 
lated With virtual avatars of each member of the playgroup 
(step 516). That is, once the peer-to-peer connections are 
established in the foregoing step, the ?rst user may receive 
data, in a peer-to-peer fashion, from each member of the 
playgroup, and this data may be represented as virtual avatars 
in the ?rst user’s instance. Each peer in the peer-to-peer 
netWork sends the current position (step 516a) of an associ 
ated avatar in the three-dimensional gaming World to the 
instances to Which it is connected. A virtual avatar is then 
created (step 51619) and rendered (step 5160) on a user inter 
face of the ?rst user. 

[0080] The avatars are virtual since they do not interact With 
items in the ?rst user’s instance. The avatars are simply 
present to indicate to the ?rst user that friends, and players to 
Whom they have an a?inity, are present and may potentially 
be joined in a group. In the case that they are joined in a group, 
the instances may be merged in any fashion, and gameplay 
may be synchroniZed betWeen the players. Additional details 
of the virtual avatars, the Way in Which an avatar may replace 
a virtual avatar, con?ict resolution, and synchronization tech 
niques, may be seen from the patent application incorporated 
by reference above. 
[0081] In some embodiments, each game instance may also 
send attributes of the player’s avatar including level, region, 
indoors, outdoors, health, Weapons, and aWards . As the player 
moves the avatar Within the three-dimensional game World of 
the game instance, the game instance provides position and 
attributes updates to its peers. Based on this information, the 
neW position and attributes of the virtual avatar in the ?rst 
user’s instance are updated. 

[0082] The peer-to-peer netWork structure is used to dis 
tribute information about the position of avatars so that an 
instance of a game knoWs the location of player characters in 
other instances of the game Within a playgroup. The game 
instance then uses this position information to create a posi 
tion object that can be rendered in the three-dimensional 
graphical environment of the gaming instance. For example, 
through these embodiments, playerA is able to see a graphi 
cal representation of the position of player B’s player char 
acter in a position corresponding to the position of player B’s 
player character in game instance B. 
[0083] The virtual avatars shoWn in a game instance are not 
able to interact With other objects in the game instance until 
such time as a group is established, in Which case one or the 
other instance is played by both players. Prior to that time, 
each position object or virtual avatar may be displayed as a 
“ghost” object. Further, even though a player’s avatar may be 
represented by a position object in another game instance, the 
player does not see the objects in that other game instance. 
Instead, the player only sees the objects in their oWn game 
instance. For example, if player B’s avatar is represented by a 
position object in game instance A, player B Would only see 
objects in game instance B and Would not see the objects or 
game World of game instance A, although player B may be 
able to see a virtual avatar of player A’s player character if 
player A is in player B’s playgroup. 
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[0084] Following the population of the ?rst player’s 
instance With virtual avatars (step 516), gameplay may com 
mence (step 520). 
[0085] A feature of the present arrangement is to alloW 
players to ?nd other players With Whom to group, e.g., for 
purposes of performing tasks, quests, raids, or the like, that 
they may not otherWise be able to achieve. For this reason, a 
group invitation module 530 is shoWn, having an initial step 
of one user inviting another to a group (step 518). If the 
invited player accepts the invitation (step 519), a group is 
established (step 522). These steps are shoWn in dotted lines 
as the steps are optional and are not required, generally, for 
performance of the arrangement. 
[0086] One dif?culty that may occur in certain implemen 
tations of the arrangement is that the same players may be 
returned by the matchmaking server time after time. To 
address this dif?culty, a connection management module 540 
may be employed to prevent the same group of players from 
being returned each time a query is made by the query module 
510. This ensures that a given game is reasonably populated 
With orbs. 
[0087] A ?rst step performed by the connection manage 
ment module 540 is to determine if the current population is 
beloW a predetermined high Water mark (HWM) (step 524). 
For example, a high Water mark may be set at 200 virtual 
avatars, Which represents the entire playgroup, friends and 
non-friends. If the high Water mark is reached in the initial 
query, then the high Water mark ?ag may be set at once. If the 
population is beloW the high Water mark, e.g., 200 virtual 
avatars are not immediately populated in the ?rst user’s 
instance in the initial query, then the connection management 
module 540 continues to populate the playgroup (step 528) as 
“external” players continue to join and be accessible by the 
matchmaking server. Once the population reaches the high 
Water mark, then the connection management module 540 
stops populating the playgroup, and sets the high Water mark 
?ag (step 526). Gameplay may then continue (step 520). 
[0088] It is noted in this context that gameplay may gener 
ally be alloWed during any of the above population steps. 
There is generally no need to cease or pause gameplay during 
the performance of the arrangement. 
[0089] Once the high Water mark ?ag is set for the ?rst user, 
then no additional users Will be added to the playgroup and 
displayed as virtual avatars in the ?rst user’s instance until the 
high Water mark ?ag is cleared. In some implementations, 
players With set high Water mark ?ags are consequently not 
returned in queries of other players. For example, as players 
log on and access the matchmaking server, players With set 
high Water mark ?ags Will not be displayed to those users. Of 
course, generally in such circumstances, a set number of 
friend slots, e. g., 50 slots for members of a friends list, Will be 
maintained in the playgroup, so appearances of friends Will 
not in general be blocked by the action of step 526. 
[0090] So long as the high Water mark ?ag is set, no addi 
tional players or users Will be added to the ?rst user’s play 
group. HoWever, external player connections Will gradually 
be reduced as players change levels, stop playing, or the like. 
If the total number of connections drops to a loW Water mark 
(LWM) (step 534), then the high Water mark ?ag may be 
cleared (step 536) to indicate the session is again open for 
incoming connections. Like the high Water mark, the value 
for the loW Water mark may vary, but one exemplary value is 
150 players. Once the high Water mark ?ag is cleared, then the 
instance may continue populating (step 528) until such time 
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as the high Water mark ?ag is set again. If the total number of 
connections drops to a very loW Water mark (VLWM) (step 
532), then the How may proceed to the query module 510 to 
re-run the query step to attempt to bring the population up to 
a higher value. Like the high Water mark and loW Water mark, 
the value for the very loW Water mark may vary, but one 
exemplary value is 100 players. 
[0091] FIG. 5 shoWs hoW the matchmaking server becomes 
involved in the arrangement, folloWing the initial query, once 
a very loW Water mark is attained. The matchmaking server 
also performs a neW query Whenever the ?rst user’s player 
character moves from one level to another, as in this case the 
prior virtual avatar population is less relevant, and a neW 
virtual avatar population may be desired. The fact that a 
player moves to a neW level Will be registered With the match 
making server. 
[0092] FIG. 6 shoWs one exemplary depiction of a small 
number of virtual avatars in the region of a ?rst user’s player 
character 600. The player character 600 is shoWn in the center 
for clarity, but may generally be located anyWhere. A number 
of avatars are disposed around the player character 600. Ava 
tars for players With Which the player character 600 is already 
grouped into a single instance, are shoWn in solid lines. Such 
avatars are not virtual avatars but rather represent other player 
characters in the same instance as the player character of the 
?rst user. Avatars 602 and 604 are indicated in this Way. 

[0093] Avatars 606, 608, and 610 are shoWn in dotted lines, 
and represent virtual avatars, and generally represent player 
characters in other instances of the game. The presence of 
avatars 606, 608, and 610 is based on information from the 
matchmaking server 432, but the location, update informa 
tion, appearance, and the like, are based on information com 
municated in the peer-to-peer netWork. As such, the informa 
tion need not pass through a central server, Which could 
possibly create a bottleneck and reduce performance. 
[0094] FIG. 7 shoWs one exemplary depiction of peer-to 
peer connections betWeen users as Well as connections to a 
matchmaking server 432. In this example, arroWs indicate 
exchange of position data. Dotted lines are matchmaking 
queries. The matchmaking server 432 includes a plurality of 
pro?les 750, each including at least an af?nity factor such as 
a level identi?er, as Well as an IP address for the game con 
sole. The pro?le may also include demographic information 
such as preferred language. 
[0095] A game console may instigate a query of the pro?les 
750. The results of the query, sent back to the game console, 
may include a playgroup 710. The playgroup 710 may 
include a number of slots 720 reserved for members of a 
friends list, and the remaining slots 730 are used for others 
With Whom the ?rst user has an af?nity. 
[0096] The folloWing events may then take place in such an 
arrangement. PlayerA 702 enters the level, e.g., level 3, on his 
oWn. Player B 704 then joins level 3, ?nds player A, Who is 
listed as a friend, and connects to player A (connection I). 
Player D 708 joins level 3, ?nds players A and B, With both of 
Whom player D is friends, and connects to both (connections 
IIa and IIb). Player C 706 joins level 3, ?nds player D, to 
Which player C is a friend, and connects to player D (connec 
tion III). Player C also ?nds tWo strangers, players A and B, 
and connects to them as Well (connections IVa and IVb) based 
on a?inity, in this case level, as determined by the matchmak 
ing server 432. For example, players A and B may have been 
displayed in a playgroup for player C. Player E then joins, but 
player E joins level 5, and thus does not connect to any of the 
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level 3 players (players A-D) due to lack of a?inity. Any of the 
peer-to-peer connections may be formed, e.g., by a Winsock 
connection 703, or by any other type of peer-to-peer connec 
tion. 
[0097] Variations of the above may also be utilized. For 
example, the use of a matchmaking server need not be man 
datory by all players. While the present arrangement may be 
of particular use Where player characters are moving over 
multiple levels and/or locales, it may be employed in any 
game and game system. The code for a given arrangement 
may be doWnloaded or may be implemented as stand-alone 
code that may be placed into any game. While any type of 
code may be used, conventional peer-to-peer connections 
may be established employing the standard Microsoft® Win 
doWs ® SDK®. The term “level” used here should be under 
stood to mean any locality or unity of circumstance that may 
give rise to one player ?nding a grouping With another player 
potentially bene?cial. In many cases, a level may mean a 
mission, a quest, a locality, or a stage. 
[0098] While the present arrangement has been described 
in the context of a video game, it may also be implemented in 
an educational context, such as to alloW students Working 
online on common assignments or in the same grade to Work 
together. Other applications Will also be apparent. For 
example, variations in the rendering of virtual avatars in a user 
interface may include only rendering virtual avatars Within an 
angle of vision of the ?rst user’s player character, rendering 
virtual avatars on a map display, and so on. In addition, While 
the context of inviting one other player and player character 
Within a playgroup to form a group has been described, mul 
tiple players and player characters may also be invited at one 
time or sequentially. 
[0099] While the arrangement has been described With 
respect to a game console, it is to be understood that the 
arrangement may be implemented in any number of comput 
ing systems, including laptop computers, desktop computers, 
tablet computers, handheld computers, mobile phones, smart 
phones, game consoles, and the like. 
[0100] And although the subject matter has been described 
in language speci?c to structural features and/ or method 
ological acts, it is to be understood that the subject matter 
de?ned in the appended claims is not necessarily limited to 
the speci?c features or acts described above. Rather, the spe 
ci?c features and acts described above are disclosed as 
example forms of implementing the claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A system for implementing peer-to-peer matchmaking 

in a game environment, comprising: 
a game console con?gured for executing programming to 

implement gameplay in a game environment; 
a matchmaking server accessible by the game console over 

a netWork, the matchmaking server comprising a plural 
ity of pro?les associated With a set of game consoles and 
respective player characters, each of the plurality of 
pro?les including an IP address assigned to the game 
console and level information associated With the player 
characters; 

memory in communication With the matchmaking server 
bearing computer-readable instructions capable of caus 
ing the matchmaking server to determine a playgroup 
and to send information about the playgroup to the game 
console, the playgroup a subset of the plurality of pro 
?les; 
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memory in communication With the game console bearing 
computer-readable instructions capable of setting up a 
peer-to-peer connection With at least a portion of the 
playgroup; and 

memory in communication With the game console bearing 
computer-readable instructions capable of rendering 
virtual avatars of at least a portion of the playgroup on a 
user interface of the game console. 

2. The system of claim 1 further comprising memory in 
communication With the game console bearing computer 
readable instructions capable of inviting a member of the 
playgroup to a group, and memory in communication With the 
game console bearing computer-readable instructions 
capable of receiving an acceptance of the member of the 
playgroup to the invitation so that if the member of the play 
group accepts the invitation, the memory in communication 
With the game console bearing computer-readable instruc 
tions is further capable of merging an instance of the game 
console With an instance of a game console associated With 
the member of the playgroup. 

3. The system of claim 1 in Which the memory in commu 
nication With the game console bearing computer-readable 
instructions is further capable of setting a high-Water mark 
?ag if a population of the playgroup increases to a predeter 
mined high-Water mark. 

4. The system of claim 3 in Which the memory in commu 
nication With the game console bearing computer-readable 
instructions is further capable of clearing the hi gh-Water mark 
?ag if a population of the playgroup decreases to a predeter 
mined loW-Water mark. 

5. The system of claim 4 in Which the memory in commu 
nication With the game console bearing computer-readable 
instructions is further capable of accessing the matchmaking 
server if a population of the playgroup decreases to a prede 
termined very-loW-Water mark, the accessing to request from 
the matchmaking server information about a playgroup. 

6. The system of claim 1 in Which the memory in commu 
nication With the matchmaking server further comprises 
memory bearing computer-readable instructions capable of 
causing the matchmaking server to perform a query of the 
plurality of pro?les. 

7. The system of claim 6 in Which the query returns pro?les 
that are on a friends list associated With a pro?le of the game 
console and further returns pro?les that have an a?inity With 
the pro?le of the game console. 

8. The system of claim 7 in Which the af?nity is based on at 
least one of a common language, a common level of a respec 

tive plurality of player characters, a common geographic 
locale of the game consoles, a common style of play, or a 
common playing history. 

9. The system of claim 1 in Which a population of the 
playgroup is predetermined, and in Which a subset of the 
population of the playgroup is reserved for members of a 
friends list. 

10. The system of claim 1 in Which the peer-to-peer con 
nection is a Winsock connection. 

11. A method for matching players in a video game, the 
method comprising the steps of: 

initiating gameplay in a ?rst instance of the video game for 
a ?rst player; 

retrieving from a matchmaking server information about a 
plurality of other players in a plurality of other instances 
of the video game, respectively, the plurality of other 
players forming a playgroup, at least a subset of the 
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playgroup members of a friends list of the ?rst player, 
and a remainder of the playgroup determined by an 
af?nity to the ?rst player; 

establishing a peer-to-peer connection betWeen the ?rst 
player and each of the playgroup; 

receiving position information indicating the position of 
avatars associated With the plurality of other player char 
acters forming the playgroup in the respective plurality 
of other instances of the video game; 

creating a virtual avatar for each of the other player char 
acters in the ?rst instance of the video game; and 

rendering a graphic representation of the virtual avatars in 
a three-dimensional space in the ?rst instance of the 
video game at a position that is based on the position 
information for the avatar associated With the other 
player characters in the other instances of the video 
game to enable the players to be found. 

12. The method of claim 11 including the further steps of 
receiving an indication from the ?rst player that one of the 
plurality of other player characters is to be invited to play in 
the ?rst instance of the game, receiving an indication that the 
one of the plurality of other players has accepted the invita 
tion, and updating game state information for the ?rst 
instance of the video game to include the avatar for the one of 
the plurality of other players. 

13. The method of claim 11 including the further steps of 
establishing a high Water mark for the playgroup, in Which if 
a number of members of the playgroup reaches the high Water 
mark, then setting a high Water mark flag and not establishing 
any additional peer-to-peer connections. 

14. The method of claim 13 including the further steps of 
establishing a loW Water mark for the playgroup, in Which if 
the high Water mark ?ag is set, and if a number of members of 
the playgroup decreases to the loW Water mark, then clearing 
the high Water mark ?ag and alloWing the establishing of 
additional peer-to-peer connections. 

15. The method of claim 14 including a further step of 
establishing a very loW Water mark for the playgroup, in 
Which if the number of members of the playgroup decreases 
to the very loW Water mark, then repeating the retrieving step. 
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16. The method of claim 11 in Which each peer-to-peer 
connection is a Winsock connection. 

17. The method of claim 11 in Which the af?nity is one of 
a common geographic locale, a common language, a common 
level, a common playing history, a common style of play, or a 
common region of play. 

18. The method of claim 11 in Which a population of the 
playgroup is predetermined, and in Which a subset of the 
population of the playgroup is reserved for friends. 

19. A computer-readable medium containing instructions 
Which, When executed by one or more processors disposed in 
an electronic device, perform a method for operating a video 
game including player characters controlled by players, the 
method comprising the steps of: 

initiating gameplay in a ?rst instance of a game for a ?rst 
player; 

retrieving from a matchmaking server information about a 
playgroup formed by other player characters in a plural 
ity of other instances of the game, the playgroup deter 
mined by players or player characters being on a friends 
list of the ?rst player or player character or by having an 
af?nity With the ?rst player or With a player character 
controlled by the ?rst player; 

establishing a peer-to-peer connection betWeen the ?rst 
player and each of the playgroup; 

receiving position information indicating the position of 
player characters associated With respective members of 
the playgroup in the respective plurality of other 
instances of the game; 

creating a virtual avatar for each of the other player char 
acters in the ?rst instance of the game; and 

rendering a graphic representation of each of the virtual 
avatars in a three-dimensional space in the ?rst instance 
of the game at positions that are based on the position 
information for the player characters in the other 
instances of the game. 

20. The computer-readable medium of claim 19 in Which 
the af?nity is based on one of a common geographic locale, a 
common language, a common level, a common playing his 
tory, a common style of play, or a common region of play. 

* * * * * 


